
Parker’s top-end Cyclone cross-
bow was also its top selling
model in 2008, Johnny Grace

told ArrowTrade when this editor sat
down with him before the opening of
the 2009 ATA Show. That $799 mini-
mum advertised price (MAP) model
had “something that attracted every-
body. It had class-leading perfor-
mance at 350 fps, it had striking looks
and it had multiple features that peo-
ple could play with, like the adjustable
stock and forearm.”

The Cyclone was also light for a
crossbow, at under 7 pounds, had an
anti-dry fire device and a nice crisp
trigger that broke at about 4 pounds.
Instead of having the string feed off
the rear of the cam an “Inverted Cam”
design pulled it from the front, effec-
tively lowering the brace height to
increase the power stroke. A compan-
ion model, the Hurricane, offered the
same long 15 inch power stroke, 175
pound peak weight and other design
features except it used a fixed stock.

This year both crossbows are
back, renamed the Cyclone Extreme
and Hurricane Extreme. The newer
versions have a larger foot stirrup to
accommodate heavy hunting boots.
Grace said their risers are also stiffer to
help reduce vibration and noise.

Also new for 2009 is a more com-
pact model, the Tornado HP. That
crossbow dispenses with the shotgun
style receiver and triangular stock

design in favor of a bull pup style trig-
ger that locates the string latch behind
the trigger. That change and a reduc-
tion in power stroke to 13 inches
means overall length is about 3 inches
shorter than the Cyclone Extreme.
Shortening a crossbow, particularly a
compound with its heavier limbs,
cams and cables, shifts the balance
point rearward and makes it easier to
hold. Yet the $699 MAP Tornado will
still fire a relatively heavy arrow at 330
fps, Grace said. “So it’s a smoker.”

All three of these crossbows I’ve
been describing use a deep, open
forearm. It makes a handy carrying
handle and also keeps the supporting
arm down and out of the string’s trav-
el. More than 20 years ago, when I first
shot a crossbow, I let my fingers get up
into the path. Only the fact that I was
wearing a heavy leather glove on the
left hand kept my fingernails from
being torn off, and the bruises lin-

gered for weeks. Even if a customer
has arms so long they somehow reach
past these deep forearms, Grace
pointed out, string travel doesn’t
extend that far and their hand should
not be struck.

Two new entry-level compound
crossbows are in the 2009 line from
Parker. The Spartan has a solid brown
stock and integral riser, with limbs
decorated in the Advantage Max 4
pattern. The draw stroke of 11 inches
and peak weight of 150 pounds means
most customers can cock it without a
cocking aid.  With a Sport Dot Scope, 3
arrow quiver and string silencers, the
MAP on this model is just $399. 

This same basic platform is fin-
ished in a complete Pink Next G-1
camouflage and sold as the Stinger.
Grace said the company was so
pleased with sales of the Pink Sidekick
youth and ladies model it decided to
bring out a pink crossbow. One other
difference from the Spartan is this ver-
sion can be ordered in 100 or 150
pound draw weights. 

This is the first year Parker has
offered recurve crossbows, which
Grace said is a result of customer feed-
back. The Cyclone Extreme Recurve
has the same adjustable stock and
forearm that people like. The
Terminator Recurve has a rounded
rifle-like stock that he said some peo-
ple favor for the overall feel. The Buck-
Buster Recurve is compact and easy to

Parker Adds More Models
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Parker’s groundbreaking Cyclone is
back for 2009 with minor changes as
the Cyclone Extreme.

By investing in a new mold
for a bull pup style trigger,
Parker could offer a more
compact Tornado crossbow this year.
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carry, like its namesake. So why are
they carrying recurve limbs instead of
the more efficient cables and cams?
“We’ve been getting a definite call for
the simplicity of the recurve and for
the looks. Anyone who is an archer at

heart appreciates the graceful lines of
a recurve bow.”

Like it does on the compound
models, Parker uses Gordon Glass for
the recurves. The limb tips are rein-
forced with a polymer overlay that has

a catch-lip molded into it, so your cus-
tomer can use an accessory string to
change the shooting string. People
like that service item and the fact
these models are about half a pound
lighter than their compound cousins.
But don’t look for a lighter price: Grace
said just as much work goes into
building the recurve crossbows as
goes into building the company’s
compound crossbows.

With no mechanical advantage at
work, Parker increased draw weight to
220 pounds on the Cyclone Extreme
Recurve and Terminator Recurve. The
Buck-Buster Recurve uses a 190
pound draw weight. Parker rates that
model at 291 fps, the other two at 315
fps. 

and Red Hot Accessories
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By Tim Dehn

Circle 219 on Response Card

The entry-level Parker Spartan
crossbow is easy to cock due to
its short 11 inch power stroke
and 150 pound peak weight.
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New Accessory Line
As we detailed in the March issue, this bow and

crossbow builder from Virginia has launched a Red Hot
crossbow accessory line designed to appeal to new and
existing owners of high performance crossbows, no mat-
ter what brand they are.

Parker’s Paul Vaicunas said the most noteworthy
products are the arrows and the optics. The Red Hot HP
Carbon Arrows are made with Carbon Express shafts that
utilize the built-in weight forward technology provided
by the Buff Tuff finish. At the front you’ll find more

weight in the form of a special 51 grain metal insert that
extends the 19 inch shaft length half an inch. At the rear
there’s a new style reinforced nock, a composite with 80
percent more material than a conventional crossbow
nock. The overall crossbow arrow length is the normal 20
inches, but the weight distribution provides arrows that
recover quicker and track truer, Vaicunas said. Aiding
accuracy are the new Fusion vanes from Norway, which
are textured to provide more steering control that other
compact vanes. 

Hawk Optics from the United Kingdom worked on
short new scopes that offer ideal specs for a crossbow’s
limited range. They employ graduated dot sizes for the
different ranges and tick marks that describe the arrow’s
arc toward any obstructions. Vaicunas showed me a 3x32
model that offers a good combination of light gathering
ability and wide field of view, yet is nice and compact.
The suggested price is $99 for the non-illuminated
scope, or $149 for an illuminated model. High or medi-
um scope mounts and rings are also available packed in
the attractive Red Hot clamshells.

“We’ve got string wax and we have barrel lubricant
with it’s own applicator tip,” Vaicunas said. “There’s no
mess when you put in on and it won’t freeze in cold
weather. We also have crossbow strings and cables for
about 90 percent of the crossbows sold since 1989.”

A deluxe rope cocker and Crosspro 100FX broad-
heads from G5 are also part of the new Red Hot
Accessory line. For a copy of the company’s 24-page
crossbow and accessory catalog, call Parker at (540) 337-
5426.
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Parker has added three recurve crossbows for 2009, basing
them on compound models of the same name. This Terminator
Recurve uses a rounded, gun-style stock. Even with a 220 pound
draw weight, it’s slower than the compound version, however it is
also half a pound lighter.

Here’s some 
of the Red Hot
accessories. For
the arrows, Parker
chose Carbon Express
shafts, Fusion vanes by
Norway Industries, and
it recommends they be
tipped for hunting with
these 100 grain Cross-Pro
FX broadheads. The broad-
heads are built by G5.

To extend shooting ranges past 30 yards its important to know
just how much that fast, light crossbow arrow is dropping as it
slows down. With this 3x32 scope built for the Red Hot line by
Hawk Optics, customers can access an Arrow Drop Compensator
program at either www.redhotcrossbows.com or www.parker-
bows.com, enter their arrow speed and print out a trajectory
chart (shown below). The round portion is sized to fit inside the
scope cap so the customer has a constant reminder of what
yardage each horizontal line represents.
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